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“A drug is a substance which, if injected into 

a rabbit, produces a paper.”
Otto Loewi

Source of image: https://www.pets4homes.co.uk/pet-advice/vaccinations-in-rabbits.html



Increasing number of Bayesian publications in pharma
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Source: SCOPUS
Search: bayesian AND statistic*

Academic publications per year on Bayesian statistics in pharma



The problem is not new…..
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“The results are summarised in a bulletin, article, or book, which is essentially a more or 

less extended memorandum “to who it may concern”.

…

<The readers’> purposes, utility functions, prior ideas and other sources of information 

may differ widely.  Uses of the analysis may extend over a considerable period of time 

after the statisticians work has been completed.”



Additional stakeholders at publication stage
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Images: https://www.shutterstock.com/video/clip-25302104-stock-footage-gold-colored-metal-stanchions-with-red-velvet-

rope-for-crowd-control.html

New study team members

Internal publications team

Medical writer

Internal governance

Journal editor

Manuscript referees

The ultimate audience….

Journal readership



Principles for 

Bayesian reporting



Bayesian reporting guidelines
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Has a section on “Reporting of Bayesian Analyses of Clinical Trials”

Describes both academic guidance and the regulatory view



Academic guidelines for reporting Bayesian analysis
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Academic Guidelines for Reporting Bayesian Analyses
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EQUATOR list of guidelines
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Searching free text for “Bayesian”

BAYESWATCH

ROBUST

Crawford et al

Kostoulas et al

Baldwin and 

Larson

Schreiber



More recent publications on guidelines for publishing
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Minimum reporting guidelines:

• Complete description of likelihood and all priors

• Details of convergence

• Software details

• Provide data and scripts where possible

• Be explicit how posterior is summarised

• Report no of draws from the posterior as well as the effective sample size



More recent publications on guidelines for publishing
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Specific context of network meta-analysis for safety but some good general 

points, including:

• Rationale for choice of prior; justification of exchangeability assumption; when

prior was specified

• Stats model: rate of missingness; imputation of missing covariates; structure 

of levels of model….

• Impact of prior on posterior

• Possible limitations of the analysis



Decision/success criteria
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• Clinical studies typically have decision criteria associated with them

• May not be explicitly stated. E.g. safety objectives, criteria related to p<0.05

• Bayesian guidelines do not focus on decision criteria

• Decision criteria for internal benchmarking may not be “set in stone” 

• Leads to a reluctance to document and publicise

However, 

• Studies need a sample size justification 

• So typically at least one decision criterion is at least implied by the protocol

• If decision criteria are included in the protocol or SAP, then

• Easy to demonstrate they were “prespecified” 

• Thus easier to convince sceptical reviewers



Potentially contentious 

areas



Comments from stakeholders at publication stage
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NB.  Not all these issues are specifically Bayesian

Statistical analysis should be 

performed paired and unpaired 

fashion for all data

Can we include p-values?
The Bayesian method 

hasn’t worked (the 

estimated treatment diff 

doesn’t match the 

summary stats)



Comments from stakeholders at publication stage (2)
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Statistical analysis should be 

performed paired and unpaired 

fashion for all data

Can we include p-values?
The Bayesian method 

hasn’t worked (the 

estimated treatment diff 

doesn’t match the 

summary stats)
We are extremely limited by the 

number of additional words that 

we can add to the main body of 

the manuscript 

There is nothing wrong with 

Bayesian approaches to analyses, 

but the choice of the parameters 

for the priors is unsupported

The discussion of the prior 

distribution should also show the 

treatment group and how the prior 

impacted its shift.

NB.  Not all these issues are specifically Bayesian



Comments from stakeholders at publication stage (3)
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Statistical analysis should be 

performed paired and unpaired 

fashion for all data

Can we include p-values?
The Bayesian method 

hasn’t worked (the 

estimated treatment diff 

doesn’t match the 

summary stats)
We are extremely limited by the 

number of additional words that 

we can add to the main body of 

the manuscript 

There is nothing wrong with 

Bayesian approaches to analyses, 

but the choice of the parameters 

for the priors is unsupported

The discussion of the prior 

distribution in the Supplemental data 

should also show the treatment group 

and how the prior impacted its shift.

Standard of care 

threshold is now out of 

date and we don’t want 

to mention it

Need to justify a non-zero 

threshold based on 

standard of care (in-

house assessment of a 

competitor)

Not all decision-criteria 

were described in 

protocol

NB.  Not all these issues are specifically Bayesian



More complex analysis can be viewed with suspicion
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Dynamically downweighting priors e.g. mixture priors

• “Are you changing the prior after the study has started?”

Extending the likelihood to downweight outliers e.g using a t-distribution or 

mixture likelihood

• “Which outliers have been excluded?”

Assessment of the design is more complex than in the frequentist setting. E.g.

• type 1 error/bias when there are informative priors

• performance of dynamically downweighting priors

• Assessment of prior data conflict

• “too much detail” or “what are you hiding?”



Examples: excerpts 

from published papers



Secukinumab POC in ankylosing spondylitis
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Summary

Methods:  The primary efficacy endpoint was the percentage of patients with a 

20% response according to the Assessment of SpondyloArthritis international 

Society criteria for improvement (ASAS20) at week 6 (Bayesian analysis).

Findings:  At week 6, ASAS20 response estimates were 59% on secukinumab

versus 24% on placebo (99.8% probability that secukinumab is superior to 

placebo)



PDE5 POC in diabetic nephropathy
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Abstract: Using the predefined primary assessment of efficacy (Bayesian analysis 

with informative prior), we observed ….

Statistical analysis: 

• A two-part decision criteria for efficacy and futility was used at the end of this 

study which is described in the Supplemental Material

• More details of the statistical design and analysis including the outlier robust 

approach can be found in ….



Bimekizumab POC in psoriatic arthritis (1)
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Statistical methods:

The analyses of ACRn and ACR20 at week 8 followed the Bayesian paradigm to 

improve the operating characteristics of the study design. The Bayesian 

methodology was used for the analysis of ACRn and ACR20 at week 8 assuming 

informative priors only on the placebo response (vague prior distributions were 

assumed for all other parameters). For both endpoints, the prior placebo 

response, in terms of ACR20 response rate, was approximately 25% and the 

effective sample size was 32. Normal likelihood model and logistic model were 

assumed for ACRn and ACR20, respectively.



Bimekizumab POC in psoriatic arthritis (2)
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Statistical methods:

Two study efficacy criteria were predefined based on ACRn at week 8. For 

declaring PoC, we required a high (≥97.5%) posterior probability that bimekizumab

is superior to placebo. To give further confidence about the effect size, the 

posterior probability that bimekizumab improvement over placebo exceeds a 

clinically relevant effect (ie, approximately 25% difference from placebo in ACR20 

terms) was required to be ≥70%.



Conclusions



ן There are additional stakeholders at publication stage
• They don’t have the benefit of understanding/inputting to the design in advance of the 

study

• May be expecting a frequentist discussion

• They may be suspicious/inexperienced with Bayesian methods

• Include a respected stats expert for the contentious points

ן Consider the potential publication(s) at the design stage
• Prespecify and document as much as possible

• Consider alternative priors/demonstrate robustness of conclusions to these

• Can’t easily demonstrate pre-specification if its not in the protocol or SAP

• Clear wording in protocol and SAP

• Consider publishing design in stats journal (more sympathetic to technical details)

ן In the publication
• Follow available guidelines for publication

• Be clear what's been pre-specified

• Be clear what's the primary analysis and what's not

• Warn other authors that glossing over details may lead to suspicion

• If authors wont agree, at least put the wording in the supplemental documents

Conclusions
27
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Backup



Frequentist Bayesian

Readership Familiarity with methods May be less familiar and 

even suspicious

Success criterion Assumed to be 5%

statistical significance for 

primary comparison 

(based on a 2-sided test)

No such assumption

Prior belief Described in intro and 

discussion

Specified mathematically

Approach Typically use analytical 

results e.g. Transform and 

remove outliers to assume 

normally distributed data 

Can easily use different 

distributions for the model.  

No particular driver for 

simpler models.

Estimand Summary measures 

relates to analytical 

approach e.g. odds ratio in 

logistic regression

No restriction

Some differences between reporting frequentist and 

Bayesian analysis
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Bayesian reporting guidelines
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Describes FDA reviewers perspective of reviewing Bayesian medical device trials

N.B. Refers to a regulatory review rather than a peer review for a journal


